
Review HTML



file paths and directories





ABSOLUTE URLS







3 types of relative paths

index ReptilesCat

Food

PETCO1. Navigate to a file on the same level 

2. Navigate to a file on a lower level 

3. Navigate to a file on an upper level

Dog

Beds

Toys

Ticks

Litter

Leashes

Treats

Growth Shells

Habitat

1. Navigate to a file on the same level 

Go from Toys to Beds 
<a href=“toys”>

3. Navigate to a file on an 
upper level 

Go from Treats to Index, you 
will need to jump out of the 
Reptile folder first. 
<a href=“../index”>

Another Example: If you are on Habitat and you want to go to Leashes: 
<a href=../cat/leashes”>

2. Navigate to a file on a 
lower level 

Go from index to Food, 
you will need to go to the 
dog folder first 
<a href=dog/food”> 





















Will produce

Our Class Website





Other target properties are:  

_blank 
Opens the linked document in a 
new window or tab 

_self 
Opens the linked document in 
the same frame as it was clicked 
(this is default) 

_parent 
Opens the linked document in 
the parent frame 

_top 
Opens the linked document in 
the full body of the window 
named frame











Intro to css



Intro to CSS

1. css syntax 
2. linking html to css 
3. cascade specificity



CSS
Specificity, 
Inheritance and 
Cascade
(and multiple classes)

clear float
clear fix

Inheritance and Cascade
If the rules are equal in specificity  
individual rules get overridden in the 
order they're defined in the CSS, so in 
your example red wins because it comes 
later in the CSS definitions. The same rule 
applies in other cases as well, for 
example:

Which of these wins?

.red wins here, it doesn't matter the 
order in the class attribute, all that 
matters is the order the styles are defined 
in the CSS itself.

.green { color: green; }

.red { color: red; }

<div class="red green">

http://www.vanseodesign.com/css/css-
specificity-inheritance-cascaade/



css syntax















selector value property



Intro to CSS

1. Student can use "onclick" events to trigger JavaScript behavior from user interaction.
2. Student can modify page contents from JavaScript.

intro to css: 3 ways to link to styles

1. inline 
2. embedded 
3. external



Intro to CSS

1. Student can use "onclick" events to trigger JavaScript behavior from user interaction.
2. Student can modify page contents from JavaScript.

intro to css: 3 ways to link to styles

1. connect CSS to 
HTML inline 



Intro to CSS

1. Student can use "onclick" events to trigger JavaScript behavior from user interaction.
2. Student can modify page contents from JavaScript.

intro to css: 3 ways to link to styles

2. connect css to html 
embedded 



Intro to CSS

1. Student can use "onclick" events to trigger JavaScript behavior from user interaction.
2. Student can modify page contents from JavaScript.

intro to css: 3 ways to link to styles

3. connect CSS to 
html: external



external link - preferred method



css new vocabulary

CSS for Cascading Style Sheets 
Markup code to tell browsers how to style HTML for a web page


DECLARATION 
Is the CSS statement that includes the property and value for a selector inside the 
pair of curly brackets. 

Example: {font-size: 1.2em;} 

SELECTOR 
The selected HTML element to apply styling too.

Example: p for paragraph  is the selector:

p {font-size: 12px;}


PROPERTY 
The HTML characteristic that can be changed by CSS.

Example: color, font-size, padding.


VALUE 
Paired with property, this indicates the setting for the CSS property,

Example: 1.25em, 12px, green, #fff.



Intro to CSS classes and ids



this allows you to load the elements into the DOM tree first

* poem  
* travel poster (perfect full 

background) 

In-class exercise

Homework 

•404 page (perfect full background) 
•memorize 10 selectors 
•fix broken code 
•Jon Duckett


